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Guidance to inform research recruitment processes for studies involving critically ill patients

Kerry Woolfall1, Katie Paddock2, Megan Watkins3, Anna Kearney4, Katie Neville4, Lucy Frith5, Ingeborg Welters6, Carrol Gamble4, John Trinder7, Natalie Pattison8, Catherine White9, Stephen Brett10, Steve Dilworth11, Mike Ross12, Paul Mouncey13, Kathy Rowan13, Angus Dawson14, Clive Collet15, Tim Walsh16 and Bridget Young1

Abstract
Clinical research in intensive care units (ICUs) is essential for improving treatments for critically ill patients. However, invitations to participate in clinical research in this situation pose numerous challenges. Studies are frequently initiated within a narrow time window when patients are often unconscious and unable to consent. Consultations or consent discussions must therefore be held with consultees or representatives, usually the patient’s relatives. Conversations about research participation in this setting may be difficult, as relatives are often overwhelmed and may feel uneasy about making decisions on behalf of their relatives. In some circumstances, legislation allows doctors to act as consultees or representatives to enrol patients in research. However, there is little good quality evidence on UK stakeholders’ perspectives to inform how recruitment is carried out in ICU studies. The Perspectives Study collected evidence on the views of over 1400 stakeholders, including patients, relatives and healthcare practitioners, many of whom had first-hand experience of ICU treatment and research. This evidence was used to inform good practice guidance on recruitment of critically ill patients to research. Established social science methods and empirical ethics were employed to reflect the interests of stakeholders and justify recommendations. This guidance aims to bridge the gap between the legal frameworks and the realities of ICU studies and to ensure that research recruitment processes reflect the views of patients and families. Researchers and an expert Advisory Group brought different perspectives to interpreting the evidence to develop the guidance. In this article we present guidance for future ICU studies.
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Introduction

Clinical research is important for improving the health, care and treatments for critically ill patients. The process of recruiting and seeking consent within the context of critical care differs to many other clinical settings. Whilst informed consent has been considered a hallmark of ethical research, it is often not possible to seek consent prospectively within the context of critical care when studies are initiated in a narrow time window and patients do not have the capacity to make a decision and there is no time or opportunity to involve a family representative in those decisions due to the urgent need to provide treatment. Lack of capacity mainly arises from sedation, but could also be due to issues such as confusion, delirium, severe pain, inability to communicate and anxiety. Even when a patient has capacity, conversations about research participation may seem peripheral to patients and their family members who are likely to feel overwhelmed, uncomfortable about making decisions in this context and unable to comprehend study information.

Alternative processes are permitted for recruiting and seeking consent for critical care patients that aim to balance the rights of critically ill patients with the need to conduct research to improve outcomes. In 2018/19, the UK National Institute of Health Research Clinical Research Network supported 104 critical care studies, recruiting 41,045 patients. More recently during the COVID-19 pandemic the network supported the delivery of national and international studies to develop knowledge, diagnostics and treatments for COVID-19. Such activity is governed by legislation including the Human Rights Act (1998) and the Mental Capacity Act (2005). While resources on legal frameworks are available to ICU research teams, accessing and implementing these can be challenging in the reality of clinical practice. Moreover, ensuring that research recruitment processes are ethical, as well as patient and family centred, is beyond the scope of legal frameworks. Healthcare practitioners will inevitably have to bridge these gaps when recruiting patients to studies, and the good practice guidance we report here aims to help healthcare practitioners in doing so. It is also be due to issues such as confusion, delirium, severe pain, inability to communicate and anxiety. Even when a patient has capacity, conversations about research participation may seem peripheral to patients and their family members who are likely to feel overwhelmed, uncomfortable about making decisions in this context and unable to comprehend study information.

Methodology

We summarise the methods used to develop the guidance below. Further details of empirical research methodology are outlined in our related publications.

The PERSpectives on Enhancing Consent and recruitment (PERSpectives) Study (The Perspectives Study) explored the views and experiences of patients, their family members, and healthcare practitioners regarding recruitment procedures of studies that take place in ICUs. The Perspectives study began in September 2016 and concluded in May 2020.

The good practice guidance

What type of ICU studies is this guidance for?

This guidance has been developed for UK research studies in both emergency and non-emergency adult critical care situations. However, it may also benefit those involved in the design, conduct and review of ICU research internationally. Some recommendations in the guidance are only applicable to studies where patients are randomised at the individual rather than cluster (group) level. All research should be conducted in accordance with appropriate legislation that governs the jurisdiction where the research takes place. Study protocols and documents should be approved by a research ethics committee.
What should I consider at the study design stage? Research teams should consider which recruitment processes are most appropriate in terms of expected patient capacity and the nature of the proposed research activities. This should include a review of the setting, maximum anticipated time window for approaching patients or family members, and the expected capacity of eligible patient population. Research teams should ensure adequate resourcing is in place, including staffing. The flowchart in Figure 2 shows the decision points in recruitment and consent to critical care studies to assist the study design.

Consider conducting pre-study research (e.g. a feasibility study) and ensure Patient and Public Involvement (PPI) contributors can inform all aspects of the study, including the design, research questions and the proposed recruitment processes.

Delivering PPI until funding is awarded and allocation of PPI roles that focus mainly on steering group attendance can limit the opportunity for PPI contributors to inform studies. Therefore, at an early point in planning, it is important to actively involve and support PPI contributors (who have relevant experience of critical illness as a patient or family member) to input to the design of study processes, procedures, information materials, the selection and measurement of study outcomes and dissemination of the findings.

Versions of written study information should be tailored to patients, to their families/friends who are consulted about the study (referred to as personal representatives in Clinical Trials of Investigational Medicinal Products (CTIMPs) and personal consultees (in non-CTIMPs), and to practitioners who are not connected with the study (referred to as professional representatives (CTIMPs) or consultees (non-CTIMPs)). This written information should include a short summary section to assist the tailoring of information to the capacity of patients and personal representatives/consultees and avoid information overload. Hard copies of documents can be lost during the ICU stay and patients/family members often wish to keep all information about their patient’s ICU stay. Study teams should provide the option of access to online participant information materials (e.g. via links in patient ICU diaries to study websites). Also consider using ICU patient diaries to record studies that patients have been recruited to so that they can access details of these later if they wish and when they feel able to.

When should I approach patients who have capacity to discuss research? Patients, families and healthcare practitioners in the Perspectives study supported seeking informed consent for research participation from the patient when possible, which is consistent with legal
Staff should introduce themselves to patients, clarify that they are acting in a research capacity and acknowledge the difficulty of the situation. Before the research is discussed, staff should ensure the patient has had an update about their condition from clinical staff. It is important to consider how information about the study could be tailored to the capacity and understanding of the patient. Research staff should be prepared to repeat information because patients may not always fully comprehend information when first given. This may involve going back to the patient on a number of occasions unless the patient indicates they do not want to be consulted further. Staff should also consider using multimedia resources for example, animations or videos to support information provision and supplement written information leaflets and discussion.

In these circumstances, research staff should draw on their professional judgement to establish when is an appropriate time to approach a patient. They might also consult the clinical care team and/or family members, and at an early point in the conversation, ask the patient if they feel able to have a conversation about research.

**When and whom should I approach to discuss research if a patient lacks capacity?** When a patient lacks capacity to consent for themselves, most patients, family members, and practitioners consider it acceptable for a family member to decide about research participation on behalf of incapacitated patients. However, family members will have had little experience of medical research and personal consultee/consent processes may seem burdensome for some family members in the context of critical illness.

Research staff should approach family members to discuss research at the earliest appropriate opportunity. Also consider whether there may be additional factors causing stress at that moment in time, such as whether the family recently arrived in the ICU for the first time, if the patient’s condition has recently deteriorated, or they have recently received bad news. In such circumstances consider waiting for a better time to approach (research window permitting).

When appropriate timing is established, identify who is the most appropriate person to act as the patient’s personal representative for written consent, or their personal consultee. This is likely to be the patients’ next of kin, close friend or family member. The aims of the research and staff roles should be clarified and the impact of the study on the patient’s care explained.

Legislation and guidance present research discussions with family members as separate to research discussions involving staff. However, collaborative research discussions between families and the research team could assist families in making decisions about their relative’s participation in ICU research, and help the family in establishing what is in that patient’s best interests (according to the UK Mental Capacity Act [2004]). These discussions do
Box 1. Points to consider when discussing research without prior consent with patients and/or family members.

- Ensure family members and patients (if they regain capacity) are provided with study information at the earliest appropriate opportunity after the initial emergency situation has passed, within a maximum recommended timeframe.
- Firstly acknowledge the difficulty of the situation and what they have been through.
- At an early point in the conversation with patients and/or family members, research staff should explain why consent was not sought, or why they were not consulted, before the patient was entered into the study. This should include explaining that it was not possible to hold the conversation before study recruitment because the patient needed immediate clinical care, which could not be delayed.
- Explain that the decision reached will not impact on the quality of their/their relatives’ care.
- If the patient regains capacity after the emergency has passed, seek their consent or consult with them about their continued participation in the study and use data and/or disclosure of confidential information within the study. Provide details of any study follow-up procedures (if applicable).
- If the patient or family member declines consent for continued participation etc, explore any additional information needs or potential misunderstandings. There should be no expectation that they should then change their mind.

What should I consider in an emergency situation when a patient has been entered into a trial without their prior consent? In an emergency situation where there is no time for personal or professional consent, patients can be entered into a study without prior consent or consultation with family members. Recruitment to research without prior consent, often referred to as ‘deferred consent’, requires approval by a Research Ethics Committee. In such situations, the Perspectives study identified the importance of a strategy for approaching and structuring discussions with patients (if they regain capacity) and/or family members about studies after the initial emergency has passed. Box 1 provides key points to consider.

What should I consider when a patient dies before the study is discussed? Sometimes patients enrolled in studies under an emergency or professional consent/consultee process die before the study is discussed with family members. There will, therefore, be situations where bereaved family members are unaware that their relative has participated in a study and that their data will be included. Although there is no legal obligation to discuss research participation with bereaved family members (unless the study involves disclosure of confidential information), there are indications from the Perspectives Study and previous research with bereaved parents in paediatric critical care studies that families wish to be informed about their loved one’s research participation. The recommendations in Box 2 reflect this and include options to help research staff identify the most appropriate approach for each individual family. The chosen procedure should be detailed in the study protocol and approved by a research ethics committee. Recommendations are tentative until further research is conducted exploring the views of bereaved family members and ICU researchers who have experienced the recommended approaches.

Staff should use their professional judgement to inform when and how to approach and discuss research with bereaved family members. The approach should complement bereavement guidance at each participating hospital. While all research discussions should be personalised and conducted with sensitivity, this is especially true of discussions with bereaved family members. The Principal

not necessarily have to include all staff and family members in the room at the same time, rather whatever is practically possible. Such discussions could also help to identify who should act as the consultee or representative (e.g. if there is difficulty identifying who is next of kin). This collaborative discussion could include the professional consultee and/or a member of the clinical care team who is independent from the research. When family members do not reach agreement, then it is appropriate to offer to help them come to a decision by responding to any queries or concerns. Consider providing the family with the option of a professional consultee to decide on their behalf. If a family member declines consent or advises against study participation, identify any additional information needs or misunderstandings. There should be no expectation that the family member should then change their mind.

When should I use a professional consent or professional consultee process? When a patient lacks capacity, all reasonable efforts to contact family members to discuss the research should be made within the study recruitment window. Family members emphasised the importance of feeling involved in decisions relating to the patient. Face-to-face discussions with families to inform these decisions are preferable. However, telephone calls are preferred to no discussion with families at all.

Where reasonable efforts have been made to reach the family but they cannot be contacted within the recruitment window, or when contacted families have stated they are too upset or do not wish to make a decision, patients, families and healthcare practitioners supported the use of professional consent or professional consultee process in recruitment to ICU studies.

When patients have been enrolled in a study using a professional consent or consultee process, research staff should inform family members about the patient’s participation in the study at the earliest appropriate opportunity. As well as providing them with information about the study, they might also explain the professional consent/consultee process and why this was used, and how the patient will be provided with study information if/when they regain capacity.
Investigator and/or medical/nursing staff known to the family should establish which of the following options is most appropriate for each family.

**How can I raise awareness about ICU research.** To help improve understanding about alternative consent processes in ICU research there is a need to raise awareness about their use and acceptability amongst the public and clinical staff. Staff training and research focussed newsletters as well as public facing social media, information leaflets, poster and animations can be used to publicise how the hospital conducts research to help save and improve critically ill patients’ lives. This might include publicising specific examples of published ICU research to help convey the message and their impact on clinical care. For studies conducted in Critical Care that involve recruitment of patients without prior informed consent and/or consent/consultation with family members, briefly explain: study aims, inclusion criteria, why informed consent cannot be sought prospectively and advise patients and family members that they may be approached by a research nurse about a study. Provide details of where patients and family members can access further information, including study findings when available.

Finally, ensure patients and families members are provided with the opportunity to access plain language summaries of findings online. Many studies take several years for the findings to become available, so patients’ and families’ expectations about when the study results will be available should be managed in line with anticipated timescales.

**Conclusions**

Perspectives study guidance helps to bridge the gap between the legal frameworks and the realities of ICU studies for all involved and ensure that research processes are patient and family centred. Some of the recommendations add to current practice in studies conducted in critical care, while other recommendations confirm the acceptability to stakeholders of current practice in critical care, and of wider guidance on research in healthcare settings. The full Perspectives Study guidance and supplementary resources can be found at: https://www.liverpool.ac.uk/population-health/research/groups/perspectives/resources/
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